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We consider an intelligent agent seeking to obtain an item from one of several physical locations, where the
cost to obtain the item at each location is stochastic. We study Risk-Aware Stochastic Physical Search (RA-SPS),
where both the cost to travel and the cost to obtain the item are taken from the same budget, and where the objective
is to maximize the probability of success while minimizing the required budget. This type of problem models many
task planning scenarios, such as space exploration, shopping, or surveillance. In these types of scenarios, the actual
cost of completing an objective at a location may only be revealed when an agent physically arrives at the location,
and the agent may need to use a single resource to both search for and acquire the item of interest. We present
exact and heuristic algorithms for solving RA-SPS problems on complete metric graphs. We first formulate the
problem as mixed integer linear programming problem. We then develop custom branch and bound algorithms
which result in a dramatic reduction in computation time. Using these algorithms, we generate empirical insights
into the hardness landscape of the RA-SPS problem, and compare the performance of several heuristics.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent agents operating in uncertain physical environments often must expend re-

sources to obtain an item of interest. In certain domains, the cost to both search for and
acquire the item is consumed from the same resource budget. When uncertainty about the
location and/or cost of an item of interest exists, agents must carefully plan their search to
maximize the probability of successfully obtaining the item of interest while minimizing
travel and acquisition costs. Shoppers may need to pay for gas or public transportation in
order to visit several stores to find a commodity they can afford. An autonomous Mars rover
searching for a specific mineral may want to plan a search path that visits several mineral
deposits to maximize the probability of successfully obtaining the sample while minimizing
battery usage. A search-and-rescue plane looking for debris from a missing airliner at various
locations will want to optimize its chance of success given limited fuel while minimizing the
risk of adverse weather. Additionally, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR)
missions may need to operate in regions with limited information, such as satellite images,
and uncertainty regarding the amount of time and effort needed to gather intelligence at each
location.

These are all examples of stochastic physical search problems, as introduced by Aumann
et al. (2008). Aumann et al. define a stochastic physical search problem as the search for an
item item of interest over a set of sites. The travel costs between sites are known; however, the
actual cost of completing an objective at each site is unknown, but modeled with a probability
distribution. This probabilistic cost to obtain the item of interest may reflect information such
as prior experience, the dynamics of the environment, or the influence of unknown factors.
Because this uncertainty can only be removed through actually visiting locations, an agent
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must plan its exploration wisely. Our work develops the first exact and heuristic algorithms
for solving these types of physical search problems on complete metric graphs.

Previous work by Kang et al. (2011) developed exact and heuristic solutions for physical
search problems where the objective is to minimize expected cost. Expected cost solutions
work well for environments where we seek to meet objectives on a recurring basis and is
often a reasonable objective since the law of large numbers guarantees that the average
performance over many independent executions will converge to this expectation. However,
in many instances, plans can only be executed once, either because they take a long time
to execute, because we cannot restart if we fail, or because problem instances are always
changing and are not independent and identically distributed (Moldovan and Abbeel, 2012).
Especially for mission-critical applications where we may only get one chance to succeed, it
is important to generate solutions that accommodate for limited resources and an acceptable
risk of failure. Additionally, when there is a chance that the item may be unavailable, then
the expected cost formulation becomes undefined.

Rather than minimizing expected cost, we focus on problems where there is limited
budget and a chance of failure. We call these problems Risk-Aware Stochastic Physical
Search (RA-SPS) because it takes into account risks of failure when planning. We provide
solutions to two dual RA-SPS problems. Given a fixed budget to work with, we may seek
to find a Max-Probability path that maximizes the probability of success. Alternatively, we
may have some threshold on the risk of failure, and seek a Min-Budget path that minimizes
the budget required to meet that threshold.

As a motivating example, consider a Mars rover searching for a geological sample. One
common goal for rover subsurface exploration is to plan a search path that will allow the
rover to obtain certain geological sample for analysis. Geologic and compositional maps
produced from orbital remote sensing data can provide the robot with locations where sam-
ples can potentially be obtained along with the costs to travel between sites (Wettergreen
et al., 2014). However, the actual cost to obtain the sample at each site is unknown until the
rover actually arrives and surveys the site. Rovers typically have a suite of different types
of equipment to do geological classification and sampling, with each type of equipment
requiring a different amount of time and battery power (Wagstaff et al., 2013; Wettergreen
et al., 2014). Based on the orbital sensing analysis and previous experience the probability
of needing to use each type of equipment can be estimated, along with the amount of battery
power that will be required to use that equipment.

As a simple example, consider Figure 1(a). In this example the rover starts at the origin
location o. Orbital sensing and imagery analysis has identified two potential locations for
obtaining the sample. At site s1 is it estimated that there is a 50% chance the sample is
readily accessible and can be obtained using a negligible amount of battery power. There
is also a 50% chance that the sample requires using a high-powered laser to uncover the
sample, consuming 10 units of battery power. Alternatively at site s2 there is an 80% chance
that the sample can be obtained using a simple low-powered drill, which consumes 5 units
of battery power, but a 20% chance that it will require using the high-powered laser. Based
on the distances between sites, the rover knows it will cost approximately 1 unit of battery
to travel to s1, 2 units to travel to s2, and 2 units to travel between site s1 and s2.

Figure 1(a) is an example of how an expected cost solution differs from a risk-aware
solution. The minimum expected cost solution is to travel from o to s1 to s2 resulting in an
expected cost of 5. The expected cost can be calculated as follows. Travel from o to s1 costs
1. At site s1 there is a 0.5 probability that the item can be obtained for 0 cost, but there is
also a 0.5 probability that the cost is 10. If the cost is 10, then it is better to spend 2 budget
to travel to site s2 where there is an expected cost of 6. Thus the total expected cost of path
〈o, s1, s2〉 is 1 + 0.5 · 0 + 0.5 · (min(10, 2 + 6)) = 5. However, the expected cost solution
assumes that an average case analysis is desired and that there is no limit on budget.
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FIGURE 1. (a) An example stochastic physical search problem, where visiting s1 minimizes
expected cost, but visiting s2 maximizes the probability of success (minimizes risk of
failure). (b) When infinite costs are possible, expected cost solutions are undefined.

If, on the other hand, there is a limited budget of 7, and the search will only be performed
once, the path 〈o, s1, s2〉 has a probability of success of only 0.5 since there is a 0.5 chance
of getting the item at s1 for a cost of 0 and after spending 3 budget to travel to s2 the agent
will not have enough to purchase the item at s2 for any of the possible prices. The optimal
risk-aware solution is to first visit s2 and then visit s1. The path 〈o, s2, s1〉 results in a 0.9
probability of successfully obtaining the item. To calculate the probability of success of this
path it is easier to calculate one minus the probability of failure at every site along the path.
Thus, traveling to s2 spends 2 budget on travel, resulting in a probability of failure of 0.2
since the agent only has 5 budget available for obtaining the item. However, if the item is
not available for a cost of 5, the agent can travel next to s1 which uses 2 budget leaving a
remainder of 3. The agent has a probability of failure at s2 of 0.5 and the total probability of
success along path 〈o, s2, s1〉 is 1− 0.2 · 0.5 = 0.9.

The preceding example shows the difference between an expected cost solution and
a solution that is risk-aware; the expected cost solution will minimize cost over the long
run, while a risk-aware solution is concerned with the actual probability of success for a
single execution. Additionally, if, as shown in Figure 1(b), the cost of 10 is replaced by
∞ (representing a possibility that the sample cannot be obtained), then an expected cost is
not defined—further motivating our focus on risk-aware solutions that take into account the
probability of failure and limited budget.

Our work extends recent work by Hazon et al. (2013), that analyzed and solved Max-
Probability and Min-Budget problems where sites are located along a path. We provide
algorithms for stochastic physical search that take into account risk and the probability
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of failure and work on any complete metric graph. Additionally, our work complements
the work of Kang and Ouyang (2011) by providing risk-aware (as opposed to minimum
expected costs) solutions. Some of the ideas contained in this work were initially published
in a preliminary workshop paper (Brown et al., 2015). This work significantly extends,
synthesizes, and enhances our previous work.

Our main contributions are: (1) A mixed-integer linear programming formulation of
the Min-Budget and Max-Probability RA-SPS problems on complete metric graphs, (2)
Provably correct Branch-and-bound algorithms that find exact solutions much faster than
state-of-the-art MILP solvers, (3) An empirical investigation of the hardness landscape of
RA-SPS problems for a large number of synthetic problems of varying size and complexity,
and (4) An analysis of both a greedy and randomized local search heuristic which enable
solutions that are close to optimal when exact solutions become intractable.

The remainder of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we formalize the RA-
SPS problem and discuss some interesting properties of its solutions. Section 3 presents a
review of related literature. Section 4 presents a MILP formulation of the RA-SPS problem.
Section 5 describes our customized branch-and-bound solution. Section 6 presents a series
of numerical experiments and sensitivity analysis for solving the problem using an off-the-
shelf MILP solver and our customized branch-and-bound solver. Section 7 proposes several
simple heuristics for solving RA-SPS and empirically studies their performance. We end
with a discussion, conclusions, and suggestions for future work.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A Risk-Aware Stochastic Physical Search problem is defined by a graph G(S+, E) with

a set of sites S+ = S ∪ {o} where S = {s1, ..., sm} is the set of m sites where the single
item of interest may possibly be obtained, o is the origin location, and E ⊆ S+ × S+ is the
set of edges. We define adj(i) = {j : (i, j) ∈ E}. We assume that each (i, j) ∈ E has a
non-negative cost of travel tij that is deterministic and known. An agent must start at origin
site o, and visit a subset of points in S to obtain the item. We assume that our graphs are
complete metric graphs, thus an optimal solution needs to only visit each site at most once.

The cost of obtaining the item at each site si ∈ S is a random variable Ci with an
associated probability mass function Pi(c), which gives the probability that the item will
cost c at site si. We assume that the actual cost is not revealed until the agent visits the site
and that the cost remains fixed thereafter. We further assume that there are a finite number of
possible costs in the support of Pi(c), ∀i ∈ S.

We examine two different objectives for the RA-SPS problem

• Min-Budget: given a required probability of success p∗succ, minimize the budget necessary
to ensure the item can be obtained with probability at least p∗succ.
• Max-Probability: maximize the probability of obtaining the item while ensuring the sum

of travel and item costs do not exceed an initial budget, B∗.

In both cases, given a path 〈v0, v1, . . . , vk〉 with vi ∈ S+ and v0 = o, the probability of
success is psucc = 1 −

∏
i Pr(failure given budget bi at vi) and bi+1 = bi − tvi,vi+1 (i =

0, . . . , k − 1) with b0 equal to the starting budget B∗.
Both Min-Budget and Max-Probability have an associated family of optimal solutions

parameterized by p∗succ and B∗, respectively. Figure 2 shows a simple example of an SPS
problem instance that illustrates this property. As the starting budget is increased the optimal
sites to visit (starting at s) changes. Similarly, changing the required probability of success
changes the optimal path. The box in the upper right shows the full Pareto front formed for
this problem.
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FIGURE 2. A simple instance of a 2 site SPS problem with the agent starting at location s.
For each site, si, there is a probability Pi(c) of purchasing the item at cost c. The table (upper
right) indicates the budget thresholds at which the agent can achieve the corresponding
probability of success, psucc, via the path.

3. RELATED WORK
Our work is related to the areas of economic search theory, traveling salesman-like

problems, path planning, and planning and scheduling. We briefly highlight the relevant
work in each of these areas and how it relates to RA-SPS. We finish this section by describing
recent work on the specific problem of stochastic physical search. We note that much of this
related work is based on the literature review in (Hazon et al., 2013).

3.1. Economic Search Theory
There is a significant and varied body of work relating to search theory (Aumann and

Hart, 1994) and sequential exploration (Lippman and McCall, 1976) in the operations re-
search and economic communities, including the famous secretary problem (Ferguson, 1989)
and Pandora’s problem (Weitzman, 1979). In many cases there is an optimal stopping cri-
terion for search based on some reservation price (Rochlin and Sarne, 2013). However,
research and algorithms for economic-based search assume that the cost associated with
observing a given opportunity does not change along the search process. This work does
not capture critical aspects of physical search, where physically changing an agents position
changes the travel distance (and corresponding travel cost) to explore other sites, and where
the probability to obtain the item is dependent on the search path taken (e.g. a longer search
path uses more budget which reduces the budget available to obtain the item).

3.2. TSP extensions
Search over physical spaces has been extensively studied in the fields of computational

intelligence and operations research in the contexts of several extensions of the well-known
Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) (Gutin and Punnen, 2002; Laporte and Martı́n, 2007).

The Traveling Salesman Problem with Profits (Jozefowiez et al., 2008) is a generaliza-
tion of the TSP where a profit is obtained when a site is visited. Performance is generally
measured in terms of two competing objectives: (1) minimize tour length and (2) maximize
the total profit. These objectives have been combined in several ways, resulting in several
different types of problems. The Profitable Tour Problem (Dell’Amico et al., 1995) seeks to
maximize the collected profit minus the tour length. The Orienteering Problem (Vansteen-
wegen et al., 2011) seeks to maximize total profit collected while keeping the tour length
under some threshold. This problem has also been referred to as the selective traveling sales-
man problem (Laporte and Martello, 1990) and the maximum collection problem (Kataoka,
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1988). Finally, the Quota Traveling Salesman Problem (Awerbuch et al., 1998; Ausiello
et al., 2004) seeks to minimize the tour length while guaranteeing a minimum profit. This
problem is also called the prize-collection traveling salesman (Balas, 1989; Ausiello et al.,
2008). In each of the above variants, travel budget and prizes are distinct, with currencies that
are not interchangeable. Therefore, the budget for travel does not affect the prize collected
at a node. In contrast, in our RA-SPS problem formulation, exploration and fulfilling an
objective use the same resource, and it is possible for prolonged exploration to make it
impossible to achieve the objective due to exhausting the budget.

The Canadian Traveller Problem (CTP) is a generalization of the shortest path prob-
lem to problems where the graph is only partially observable and needs to be explored
(Papadimitriou and Yannakakis, 1989; Nikolova and Karger, 2008). This problem has also
been studied in Operations Research as the Shortest Path Problem with Recourse where each
edge is associated with a probability of being in the graph (Polychronopoulos and Tsitsiklis,
1996). In the CTP the emphasis is on minimizing the competitive ratio in the worst case
and in the SSPPR the emphasis is on minimizing the expected cost. Rather than having
uncertainty on the edges of the graph, our problem has a known graph structure but unknown
costs at each of the nodes of the graph. Also our problem takes both a limited resource and
the actual probability of success into account, while both the CTP and the SSPPR have only
one objective, minimize the competitive ratio or expected cost, respectively.

3.3. Path Planning
Related to graph search, path planning is concerned with finding paths through the graph

that minimize cost. One form of uncertainty is restricted knowledge of which paths exist
and their cost. (Nikolova et al., 2006) A common and well-studied heuristic for planning
paths is the A* algorithm, and its associated dynamic variants, D* and D* lite (Stentz, 1995;
Koenig and Likhachev, 2005). While the dynamic versions allow the goal location to change,
because they do not consider uncertain values or costs at the possible goal locations, these
algorithms cannot be used to solve our problem. Stern et al. (2014) investigate extensions of
A* to solve bounded-cost search problems which are similar to the Max-Probability variant
in that they try to find a solution given a limited starting budget.

3.4. Planning and Scheduling
Our work is similar to several problems in planning and scheduling. One similar problem

is resource constrained planning, where an agent has actions that consume resources and
the agent is required to reach the goal using some initial amount of resources (Nakhost
et al., 2010). Researchers have also studied the closely related problem of probabilistic
planning with no observability (Kushmerick et al., 1995). In this setting, there is an initial
belief state, in the form of a probability distribution, over the set of world states, as well
as sets of probabilistic actions and goals. In particular, our work is very similar to the
research on conformant probabilistic planning (CPP) problems (Domshlak and Hoffmann,
2007; Brafman and Taig, 2011; Taig and I Brafman, 2013) which can contain failure states.
CPP is the task of generating a sequence of actions to achieve a goal without sensing.
Thus, the goal is to find a sequence of actions in the belief state space that results from
the uncertainty of initial states and action effects and can be formulated in two different
ways: (1) find a plan achieving the goal with probability that exceeds a threshold, or (2) fix
the time horizon and ask for a plan with maximum probability (Lee et al., 2014; Taig and
Brafman, 2014). Conformant probabilistic planning allows for stochastic actions, but much
work focuses on deterministic actions (Taig and Brafman, 2014). (Taig and I Brafman, 2013)
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reduce probabilities to action costs and reduce CPP into cost bounded planning where the
probability of failure is the cost.

The conformant probabilistic planner COMPLAN (Huang, 2006) uses a similar solution
approach to our Max-Probability algorithm: depth-first branch and bound with pruning of
search nodes if an upper bound on the probability of success of the best plans below a node
is not greater than the best plan found so far. The main difference is that COMPLAN uses
a fixed horizon length to determine the number of actions allowed, whereas we specify a
budget that must be used to move along edges with varying costs and also must be used to
obtain the item. We also have a known starting state.

A key difference between our work and previous work on CPP is the interplay between
travel costs and item costs. We assume that traveling and purchasing use the same resource.
While it may be possible to fold the uncertainty into stochastic actions, the probabilities
would need to be dependent on either the time horizon (assuming uniform travel costs) or
on the sum of the previous actions in order to account for the fact that using budget to
travel decreases the probability that an item can be purchased. Future work should consider
whether our problem formulation can be transformed into a CPP problem as this would open
up a large number of other solution methods.

In the planning domain, a Markov Decision Process (MDP) is often used to formulate
the set of actions at each state and their resulting effects (Boutilier et al., 2011; Little et al.,
2005). However, these solutions typically focus only on average case analysis and seek to
maximize the expected long term reward. Risk-aware planning for MDPs was proposed as
an alternative to optimizing expected value by Moldovan and Abbeel (2012). They use a risk
parameter to interpolate between extreme risk aversion and risk ignorance and show that a
spread of different policies are possible, but does not consider a budget used to travel and
accomplish tasks. Benazera et al. (2005) models a rover planning problem as a hybrid-MDP
(with both continuous and discrete variables). They consider bounded resources where the
choice of action may depend on current available resources.

There are some similarities to the scheduling problem, or the allocation of resources
over time, in the presence of uncertainty. (Werner, 2002; Herroelen and Leus, 2005) In these
problems, the underlying deterministic planning problem is inherently NP-hard, and the goal
is to find ways of dealing with additional uncertainty. In this work, if all costs are known a
priori it is not difficult to find an optimal solution and a trivial solution exists. In scheduling
problems, the plan does not have influence on how the uncertain aspects of the problem are
determined. In our proposed work, the uncertainty is a function of the strategy, and the order
of sites visited has a direct effect on how uncertainty is dispelled over time.

3.5. Previous work on Stochastic Physical Search
This work extends the preliminary analysis of the RA-SPS problem and the mixed-

integer linear program (MILP) and branch-and-bound solutions that was first presented in
(Brown et al., 2015). Other researchers have looked at the Stochastic Physical Search prob-
lem in several different contexts. We summarize the main results below and highlight how
our approach extends or complements existing research.

While physical search has long been of interest in the fields of Artificial Intelligence
and Operations Research, the concept of a stochastic physical search problem and the Min-
Expected-Cost, Min-Budget, and Max-Probability variants were introduced only recently
(Aumann et al., 2008; Hazon et al., 2009, 2013). Hazon et al. show that the Min-Expected-
Cost variant is NP-hard in general metric spaces and that the Min-Budget and Max-Probability
variants are NP-Complete on general metric spaces and on trees. They also provide polynomial-
time algorithms for solving 1-dimensional variants where the sites are located along a path
for both the single and multi-agent cases, but never evaluate these algorithms on any actual
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problem instances. Brown et al. (2015) examine the problem of determining how many
agents are required for multi-agent stochastic physical search problems. Our work extends
and enhances previous work by providing exact solvers for the single-agent Min-Budget and
Max-Probability variants on complete metric graphs. We further provide the first empiri-
cal insights into the hardness landscapes of the Min-Budget and Max-Probability problem
instances.

The Min-Expected-Cost problem variant has recently been solved for complete metric
graphs (Kang and Ouyang, 2011). Kang et al. formulate this problem as a Traveling Pur-
chaser Problem (Pearn and Chien, 1998; Laporte and Riera-ledesma, 2002; Teeninga and
Volgenant, 2004) with stochastic prices, where an agent must find a minimum-expected-
cost path between markets to purchase a set of required commodities. They formulate the
problem as a MILP and solve it using dynamic programming. However, this work does not
consider the problem of using a limited resource to both travel and complete tasks, assumes
a potentially unbounded available budget, and does not consider problems that have a risk
of not obtaining the item and thus has no notion of the probability of success. While it
seems that adding some probability of infinite costs would provide a way to model failure,
it is unclear how to compute expected cost in this case and the existing algorithms will
simply return an expected cost of infinity. Our work complements the work of Kang et al. by
providing solvers for the Min-Budget and Max-Probability problems which implicitly take
into account probabilities of failure and risk.

A special case of the Stochastic Physical Search problem, called the Binary Stochastic
Physical Search problem, involves the search for an item which is either available for free
(cost of 0) or unavailable (cost of∞) at each site. Hudack et al. (2015) model an intelligence
collection activity as multiobjective Binary SPS problem and provide exact and approxi-
mation algorithms for generating nondominated solution sets that can be used by a human
decision maker. Our work extends this model to include cost distributions with any number
of real-valued costs.

4. MILP FORMULATION
To formulate the problem as an MILP we add a virtual destination node d with no

outgoing edges, but which is reachable from every site in S+ with a travel cost of zero.
The destination node is necessary to enforce our flow constraints on the solution path and
acts simply as a marker for the end of the search. Let the possible values of the item’s cost
at site i ∈ S be {ci,1, ci,2, . . . ci,κ}, given in increasing order. This induces a set of exclusive
cost intervals at i, Ri = {[ci,y, ci,y+1) | y = 0, 1, . . . κ}, where ci,0 = 0, ci,κ+1 = ∞. We
assume that all sites have κ cost values; if any site i has fewer cost values then it can be
augmented with arbitrary dummy cost values c with Pi(c) = 0. Specifically, for i = o, d,
Pi(c <∞) = 0, Pi(∞) = 1, i.e., the item cannot be obtained at o, d.

We formulate both the Min-Budget and Max-Probability problems as mixed-integer
linear programming problems. We define xij as a binary decision variable where xij = 1
means that edge (i, j) is part of the optimal solution, and xij = 0 otherwise. We define
two continuous variables bi, and lpi for each i ∈ S+. The variable bi represents the budget
available upon arriving at site i and the variable `pi represents the log probability of failing
to obtain the item of interest at site i with budget bi. Lastly, for each site i ∈ S+, and for
each possible cost interval r ∈ Ri, we define two binary indicator variables α1

ir and α2
ir.

Suppose r = [ci,y, ci,y+1), for some 0 6 y 6 κ. Then α1
ir = 1 iff bi < ci,y, and α2

ir = 1 iff
bi > ci,y+1. In other words, α1

ir = α2
ir = 0 iff bi ∈ [ci,y, ci,y+1).

If bi ∈ [ci,0, ci,1), then the agent visits site i but does not have enough to purchase
the item at any possible revealed cost. While having a budget in this interval makes the
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FIGURE 3. A budget interval with with n costs partitions the interval [0,∞) into n + 1
possible budget intervals with an associated log probability of failure.

probability of failure at site i equal to 1, having bi ∈ [ci,0, ci,1) can be beneficial as it allows
an agent to traverse through site i without purchasing the item and then possibly purchase
the item for a low cost at a subsequent site.

For each site i ∈ S and each cost interval r = [ci,y, ci,y+1) ∈ Ri we define constants
pir as the log probability of failing to obtain the item at site i given that the available budget
bi ∈ [ci,y, ci,y+1). Thus, pir are computed from the input as pir = log(

∑
y<x6κ Pi(ci,x)).

For example, the cost profile shown in Figure 3 partitions the budget space into three in-
tervals with the corresponding log probabilities of failure. In this example there are three
possibilities when the rover arrives at the site: (1) the rover’s budget (battery power) is in the
interval [0, 3) and it cannot obtain the item, (2) the rover’s budget is in the interval [3, 10)
and it has enough battery power left to obtain the item at the lower cost, but will fail to obtain
the item with probability 0.3, and (3) the rover has sufficient battery power to obtain the item
for any of the possible costs.

4.1. Min-Budget
The formulation of the Min-Budget problem as a MILP is shown in Figure 4. The

objective function (1) is to minimize the starting budget at the origin. Constraints (2) and
(3) are the linkage constraints that ensure that every site in S that is entered must be exited
and that each site can be visited at most once. Constraints (4) and (5) make sure that the
solution path starts at the origin and ends at the destination. Constraint (6) elminates cycles
in the path—this constraint is necessary to avoid disconnected path fragments, but results in
an exponential number of constraints. Constraints (7) ensure that if the edge (i, j) is in the
solution, then the budget at site j is equal to the budget at site i minus the cost to travel from
i to j, where M is a sufficiently large constant value. Constraints (8) and (9) ensure that bi
and lpi can be nonzero only when site i is on the solution path. Constraint (10) ensures that
the solution will successfully obtain the item with probability psucc.

The most difficult part of formulating the RA-SPS problem as a MILP is enforcing the
conditional constraint (

ci,y 6 bi < ci,y+1

)
⇒
(
lpi = pir

)
∀i ∈ S, r = [ci,y, ci,y+1) ∈ Ri. This constraint ensures that the log probability of failure, lpi,
at site i is set to the correct value based on the available budget bi. Constraints (11) represent
this conditional constraint. To see this, first note that the conditional expression A ⇒ B is
logically equivalent to ¬A ∨B. This gives us the equivalent expression

(bi < ci,y) ∨ (ci,y+1 6 bi) ∨ (lpi = pir). (16)

We use the binary variables α1
ir and α2

ir to indicate the truth of the first two clauses, re-
spectively. Figure 5 shows the results corresponding to the possible values of α1

ir and α2
ir.

The first four constraints in 11 ensure that α1
ir and α2

ir indicate the correct propositions. The
value δ is a small constant required because of the non-inclusive upper bound, ci,y+1, in the
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min bo (1)
subject to∑

i∈adj(j)

xij −
∑

k∈adj(j)

xjk = 0, ∀j ∈ S, (2)

∑
i∈adj(j)

xij 6 1, ∀j ∈ S, (3)

∑
i∈adj(o)

xoi = 1,
∑

i∈adj(d)

xid = 1, (4)

xio = 0, xdi = 0, ∀i ∈ S+, (5)∑
(i,j)∈W×W

xij 6 |W | − 1, ∀W ⊆ S, (6)

bi − xij · tij > bj − (1− xij) ·M,

bi − xij · tij 6 bj + (1− xij) ·M,

}
∀i, j ∈ S+, (7)

bi 6
∑

j∈adj(i)

xij ·M, ∀i ∈ S, (8)

lpi > −
∑

j∈adj(i)

xij ·M, ∀i ∈ S (9)

∑
j∈S

lpj 6 log(1− p∗succ) (10)

bi − ci,y +M · α1
ir > 0,

bi − ci,y + δ −M(1− α1
ir) 6 0,

bi − ci,y+1 + δ −M · α2
ir 6 0,

bi − ci,y+1 +M(1− α2
ir) > 0,

lpi − pir +M · α2
ir > 0,

lpi − pir −M · α1
ir 6 0,


∀i ∈ S,
∀r = [ci,y, ci,y+1) ∈ Ri,

(11)

bi > 0, ∀i ∈ S+, (12)
lpi 6 0, ∀i ∈ S, (13)

xij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j ∈ S+, (14)

α1
ir, α

2
ir ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ S, r ∈ Ri (15)

FIGURE 4. MILP formulation of the Min-Budget problem.

cost interval [ci,y, ci,y+1). The final two constraints in (11) ensure that the results shown in
Figure 5 hold. Constraints (12) – (15) ensure that all decision variables are in the correct
ranges.
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α1
ir α2

ir desired result

0 0 lpi = pir
1 0 lpi > pir
0 1 lpi 6 pir
1 1 NA

FIGURE 5. Desired results for all possible values of α1
ir and α2

ir. Because α1 and α2 are
mutually exclusive, the last line can never be true.

4.2. Max-Probability
To obtain the Max-Probability version we replace the objective (1) with

min
∑
j∈N

lpj (1*)

and replace constraint (10) with the budget constraint
bo = B∗ (10*)

where B∗ is the starting budget. The remaining constraints are unchanged.
The MILP formulations provide a formalism that can be solved using off-the-shelf solvers

to provide baseline solutions. However, it is often the case that custom branch-and-bound
techniques can use problem specific heuristics to out-perform generic MILP solvers. In the
next section we give the details of custom branch-and-bound algorithms for Min-Budget and
Max-Probability.

5. BRANCH-AND-BOUND FORMULATIONS
We next detail the state representation, the initial state, successor function, and bounding

criteria, for each algorithm. Each algorithm performs a standard depth first branch-and-
bound search on the state space, bounding and pruning sections of the search space as
explained later.

To simplify notation we again use the failure function fi(b) that gives the probability of
failure when budget b is presented at site i. This is a decreasing function given by

fi(b) =
∑

x:ci,x>b

Pi(ci,x).

5.1. Min-Budget
A solution to the Min-Budget problem is to find a path π and budget B such that the

probability of successfully obtaining the item along π is at least p∗succ and B∗ = bo is
minimal. The algorithm explores all possible available budget intervals and prunes branches
of the search space if the current budget interval requires more budget than the best solution
found so far or precludes reaching the required probability of success given the remaining
unvisited sites.

5.1.1. State representation. Because there are an infinite number of possible initial bud-
gets, B∗, we cannot search over single values of B∗. Instead, we search over a finite number
of possible budget ranges for B∗. When the search reaches site i with a budget range [li, ui),
the branch-and-bound state is represented as:

〈π, [li, ui), p〉
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where π = 〈o, . . . , i〉 is the path (sequence of sites) followed in G to reach site i starting
at the origin o and ending at site i, and p is the probability of failure accumulated along the
path π in the branch-and-bound tree. The initial state is then 〈〈o〉, [0,∞), 1.0〉.

5.1.2. Successor function. Suppose Sπ is the set of all sites on a path π. Given a state
〈π, [li, ui), p〉 we create its potential successor states as follows: for each site j ∈ adj(i) \
Sπ, and for each cost interval [cj,x, cj,x+1) at site j, we create a potential successor state
〈π′, [lj , uj), p′〉, where π′ = 〈o, . . . , i, j〉 is the concatenation of j to π, [lj , uj) is a projection
of the available budget [li, ui) onto j’s cost interval [cj,x, cj,x+1) after traversing the edge
(i, j), given by

[lj , uj) = [max(li − tij , cj,x),min(ui − tij , cj,x+1)) (17)
and p′ = p · fj(lj). If [lj , uj) is empty, then the corresponding successor can be discarded.
Equation (17) is a direct result of combining two intervals. Given one available budget
interval [a, b) that is to be projected onto a second budget interval [c, d), the resulting budget
interval is [max(a, c),min(b, d)). Returning to Equation (17), if we start at site iwith budget
in the range [li, ui) and travel to site j we incur travel cost tij reducing our budget available
for obtain to the interval [li − tij , ui − tij). Projecting this onto the new budget interval
[lj , uj) results in Equation (17). This process is depicted in Figure 6.

When a terminal state (one with no successor) 〈π, [li, ui), p〉 is reached, it is a feasible
solution if p 6 1 − p∗succ, otherwise it can be discarded. If it is a feasible solution, then the
minimum initial budget required to travel along π and reach i with a budget in the range
[li, ui) can be computed as

σi = li +

|π|−2∑
h=0

tπh,πh+1
(18)

5.1.3. Bounding criteria. A state 〈π, [li, ui), p〉 and the entire branch-and-bound sub-
tree rooted at this state can be pruned if either:

(1) σi > B∗, where B∗ is the best min budget solution found so far that achieves p∗succ;
(2) or the following holds:

p ·
∏

j∈S\Sπ

fj

(
ui − min

k∈(S\Sπ)∪{i}
tkj

)
> 1− p∗succ.

5.1.4. Example. Returning to our example in Figure 2 (reproduced for convenience in
Figure 7), assume p∗succ = 0.95. Upon expanding our search from o to s1, we have three
budget possibilities: (1) the available budget at s1 is in the range [0, 20) so we cannot obtain
the item at s1, (2) we have budget in the range [20, 70), resulting in a cumulative probability
of failure of 0.7, or (3) we have budget in the range [70,∞) in which case we succeed with
probability 1, and have a feasible solution with total budget B∗ = 70 + 10 = 80. Returning
to possibility (2), we can now expand the interval [20, 70) to the successor s2 to get two
non-empty possible budget intervals: [5, 15) and [15, 55), with corresponding cumulative
probabilities of failure 0.7 and 0.28, respectively. Neither of these are feasible. In fact, we
should never have considered possibility (2), since a budget upper bound of 70 at s1 cannot
result in a feasible solution. This is because if our available budget at s1 is less than 70, we
will have less than 55 budget available at s2, resulting in a cumulative probability of failure
pfail = fs1(70) · fs2(70 − 15) = 0.7 · 0.6 = 0.42, which is not less than the maximum
allowed probability of failure of 0.05. Possibility (3) can be pruned in the same way since
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4 0.5 

 9 0.5 

5 0.8 

 10 0.2 

c        Pi(c) c        Pj(c) 2 
𝑠𝑖 
 

𝑠𝑗 

 

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 6. Graphical depiction of projecting from one set of cost partitions to another (a)
Path goes from si to sj (b) depiction of budget intervals using Equation (17). Budget interval
[0, 4) is projected onto the interval [0, 2), [4, 9) is projected onto the intervals [2, 5) and [5, 7),
and [9,∞) is projected onto the intervals [7, 10) and [10,∞). This results in five possible
budget partitions [0, 2), [2, 5), [5, 7), [7, 10), and [10,∞).

a maximum available budget of 20 can never achieve the minimum required probability of
success.

The search process now backs up the search tree and tries expanding the search from o
to s2. This induces three possible state partitions: 〈〈o, s2〉, [0, 15), 1〉, 〈〈o, s2〉, [15, 65), 0.6〉,
and 〈〈o, s2〉, [65,∞), 0〉. The branch along the partition [0, 15) can be pruned by condition
(2) since the minimum probability of failure is 1, which is greater than 1−p∗succ. The second
state along partition [15, 65) has a minimum probability of failure of 0.6 · fs1(50) = 0.42
which is greater than 0.05 and is pruned by bounding criterion (2). The final state is pruned
by bounding criterion (1) because it requires at least 85 budget which is higher than the best
solution found so far, that required a budget of only 80. Thus, the optimal solution path for
p∗succ = 0.95 is 〈o, s1, s2〉 with a budget of 80.

Generalizing this kind of reasoning, we obtain two bounding criteria. The first is to prune
any search branch that requires more budget than the best solution found so far. The second
heuristic is the look-ahead heuristic, that takes the current available budget and forms an
optimistic estimate of the probability of success of this search branch. To compute a lower
bound on the probabilty of success we make the false, but optimistic assumption that our
available budget at each site j is our current maximum available budget minus the travel
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FIGURE 7. A simple instance of a 2 site SPS problem with the agent starting at location s.
For each site, si, there is a probability Pi(c) of purchasing the item at cost c.

cost along the least cost edge leading from either the current site or an unvisited site into j.
Multiplying all of these probabilities of failure gives us a lower bound on the best probability
of failure possible along this branch. If the resulting probability of success is less than the
required probability of success we can safely prune this branch.

Proposition 1: For any state 〈π, [li, ui), p〉 and any of its successors 〈π′, [lj , uj), p′〉, σi 6
σj .

Proof. We have the following:

σi = li +

|π|−2∑
h=0

tπh,πh+1

= (li − tij) +
|π|−2∑
h=0

tπh,πh+1
+ tij

= li − tij +
|π′|−2∑
h=0

tπ′h,π
′
h+1

, ∵ π ≡ π′ up to i

6 lj +

|π′|−2∑
h=0

tπ′h,π
′
h+1

, by Equation 17

= σj .

In words, the above proposition shows that the minimum initial budget does not decrease
along any search path, hence the first bounding criterion is correct. The following proposition
establishes the correctness of the second bounding criterion.

Proposition 2: For any state 〈π, [li, ui), p〉, if the condition in the second bounding criterion
is satisfied then there can be no feasible solution in the branch-and-bound sub-tree rooted at
this state.

Proof. For the purposes of contradiction assume that the condition of the second bounding
criterion is satisfied and there exists a feasible solution in the branch-and-bound sub-tree.
Let 〈π′, [lz, uz), p′〉 be a feasible solution (i.e., terminal state with p′ 6 1 − p∗succ) in the
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branch-and-bound sub-tree rooted at 〈π, [li, ui), p〉. Consider any index k on the path π′

beyond π, i.e., |π| 6 k 6 |π′| − 1. By Equation 17, the upper end of the budget range in the
corresponding state is

uπ′k 6 uπ′k−1
− tπ′k−1,π

′
k

6 . . .

6 uπ′|π|−1
−

h=k∑
h=|π|

tπ′h−1,π
′
h

= ui −
h=k∑
h=|π|

tπ′h−1,π
′
h

6 ui − tπ′k−1,π
′
k
, since edge costs are non-negative

6 ui − min
h∈(S\Sπ)∪{i}

th,π′k

As a result, fπ′k(lπ′k) > fπ′k(uπ
′
k
) > fπ′k(ui − minh∈(S\Sπ)∪{i} th,π′k), since f is a

decreasing function. Now,

p′ = p ·
|π′|−1∏
k=|π|

fπ′k(lπ
′
k
)

> p ·
|π′|−1∏
k=|π|

fπ′k(ui − min
h∈(S\Sπ)∪{i}

th,π′k)

> p ·
∏

j∈S\Sπ

fj(ui − min
h∈(S\Sπ)∪{i}

th,j)

> 1− p∗succ, by the 2nd bounding criterion,

where the penultimate step results from the fact that fj(·) 6 1 and that the product considers
all sites j ∈ S \ Sπ regardless of whether j is on the path π′ or not. The above shows that
p′ > 1−p∗succ which contradicts of our assumption that 〈π′, [lz, uz), p′〉 is a feasible solution.

5.1.5. Polynomial special case. Before we explain the branch-and-bound algorithm for
Max-Probability we note that while Min-Budget is NP-Complete, a polynomial time solution
exists for the special case of p∗succ = 1.

Proposition 3: When p∗succ = 1, Min-Budget can be solved in O(|E|+ |S| log |S|) time.

Proof. To achieve p∗succ = 1, the optimal path π∗ must reach at least one site, i∗ ∈ S, with
budget b = ci∗,ρ, to ensure fi∗(b) = 0. Any path to i∗ other than the least cost path will
require more budget, and thus be suboptimal. Thus, once we have found the least cost path,
π̂i, from o to site i, ∀i ∈ S, we have

B∗ = min
i∈S

|π̂i|−2∑
h=0

tπ̂ih,π̂
i
h+1

+ ci,ρ

 . (19)

The least cost path from o to every site in S can be calculated in time O(|E| + |S| log |S|),
using Dijkstra’s algorithm with a Fibonacci heap (Fredman and Tarjan, 1987).
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5.2. Max-Probability
The formulation for Max-Probability is similar, albeit simpler, with a state representation

of 〈π, bi, p〉 where bi is the actual budget brought to site i. π and p are as in the Min-
Budget formulation. The initial state is 〈〈o〉, B∗, 1.0〉, and the successor function is defined
as follows: given a state 〈π, bi, p〉, for each site j ∈ adj(i) \ Sπ we create a potential
successor state as 〈π′, bi − tij , p

′〉 where π′ is as defined in the Min-Budget formulation
and p′ = p · fj(bi − tij). The successor is discarded if tij > bi. The surviving successors
can be sorted in increasing order of p′, for efficiency. A state 〈π, bi, p〉 is terminal if it has
no successor, or if p = 0 (i.e., the item will be obtained for sure). If p = 0 we can end the
search since no further improvement of psucc = 1−p is possible. If the best max probability
(of success) solution found so far is p∗succ, then a state 〈π, bi, p〉 can be pruned if

p ·
∏

j∈S\Sπ

fj

(
bi − min

k∈(S\Sπ)∪{i}
tkj

)
> 1− p∗succ. (20)

The correctness of the above bounding criterion can be established in a way similar to
Proposition 2.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Previously, we proposed both an MILP formulation of the RA-SPS problem as well

as a customized branch-and-bound algorithm. In this section we show that our customized
branch-and-bound solver results in a substantial decrease in run-time when compared with
solutions to our MILP formulation using an off-the-shelf solver.

We then investigate the hardness landscape of the Min-Budget and Max-Probability
problems to provide insights into where the most difficult problems lie. For our following
analysis we generated random problem instances with various numbers of sites and costs.
Costs were chosen uniform randomly from the interval [1, 100]. Unless otherwise specified
the probability for each cost ci was chosen by randomly picking a value from the interval
(0, 1) for each cost and then normalizing these values to sum to one. Edge costs between
each pair of sites were chosen uniform randomly from the interval [1, 100], except for edge
costs to the destination site d, which were set to 0. For simplicity, the results presented in
sections 6.1–6.4 use only two costs. We explore different numbers of costs in section 6.5 and
explore problems with a probability of infinite cost in section 6.6.

6.1. MILP vs. Branch-and-Bound
We compare the run-time complexity of solving the MILP formulation using an off-

the-shelf solver versus solving using our custom branch-and-bound algorithms. We solved
the Min-Budget and Max-Probability MILP problems using the CPLEX based SCIP solver
available on NEOS (Czyzyk et al., 1998; Dolan, 2001; Gropp and Moré, 1997). We generated
SPS problems with the number of sites |S| ranging from 2 to 9, and generated 20 random
problem instances for each value of |S|. We then computed the average run-time for the
different solution methods on these instances. We used M = 500000, δ = 0.001, and
log(0) = −100000. Infinite travel costs were set to 100000 and infinite purchase costs were
set to 500. The results for solving Min-Budget with Psucc = 0.75 and Max-Probability with
B∗ = 50 are shown in Figure 8 (note the log scale of the y-axis).

As anticipated, average run-time for the MILP is drastically longer than the run-time
for the branch-and-bound solutions over a variety of parameters. Based on these results we
chose to restrict our remaining analysis to the branch-and-bound algorithms.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 8. (a) Average run-time for the Min-Budget branch-and-bound algorithm. (b)
Average minimum budget results from the Min-Budget branch-and-bound algorithm.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 9. (a) Average run-time for the Min-Budget MILP and branch-and-bound algo-
rithm. (b) Average run-time for the Max-Probability MILP and branch-and-bound algorithm.

6.2. Branch-and-Bound Analysis for Min-Budget
To study the properties of the Min-Budget problem we generated a set of random prob-

lem instances, with the number of sites varying between 5 and 50. For each problem size,
we generated 100 random graphs with edge costs and item costs randomly chosen between
1 and 100 and evaluated our algorithm on these 100 replicates. Figure 9(a) shows that the
run-time of the Min-Budget branch-and-bound solver increases exponentially as expected
as the number of sites increases. We also see that requiring a higher probability of success
requires significantly more computational time as the number of sites increases.

Figure 9(b) shows that as the number of sites increases, the optimal minimum budget
steadily decreases. These results make sense given that a larger number of sites means a
higher chance of being able to obtain the item at a low cost. Additionally, as expected we see
that higher required probabilities of success require higher budgets.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 10. (a) Average run-time for the Max-Probability branch-and-bound algorithm. (b)
Average maximum psucc results from the Max-Probability branch-and-bound algorithm.

6.3. Branch-and-Bound Analysis for Max-Probability
We also investigated the Max-Probability branch-and-bound algorithm using the same

random problem generation approach. Figure 10(a) shows the average run-time results over
100 randomly generated complete graphs with different numbers of sites. We see an interest-
ing trend as the available starting budget is increased from 0 to 100. When the starting budget
is between 20 and 40 we see an exponential increase in run-time (note the log scale of the y-
axis) as |S| increases to between 30 and 40 and then decreases as the budget approaches 100.
This peak in the run-time occurs because problems with very small budgets cannot explore
much of the search space before running out of budget. Additionally, because we terminate
search if we ever find a path with psucc = 1.0, problems with large available starting budget
allow the algorithm to quickly find these “perfect” solution paths and quickly terminate
search. Similar to binary constraint satisfaction problems, the Max-Probability problem is
easy to solve if there is a very large or very small budget: either visiting any site guarantees
obtaining the item or the number of reachable sites is so small the search process can easily
be solved with minimal branching. The real difficulty in both problems comes when the
starting budget or number of constraints is somewhere between these two extremes. There
are now many possible solutions that must be explored to determine which is optimal. This
phase transition is reminiscent of the phase transition found when solving binary constraint
satisfaction problems (Prosser, 1996): when there are few constraints, problems are easy to
solve and when there are many constraints it is easy to show that the problem is infeasible.

Figure 10(b) shows a similar result, but in terms of the maximum probability of success
of the optimal path found by the Max-Probability branch-and-bound algorithm. We see a
sigmoidal phase transition over the average probability of success as the available budget is
increased for different numbers of sites.

6.4. Bounding Criteria Sensitivity Analysis
The look-ahead bounding criterion (criterion (2)) used by both Min-Budget and Max-

Probability is computationally intensive, O(n2). To determine whether it is worthwhile to
use this criterion we ran an experiment using the same parameters as the previous section:
p∗succ = 0.9 and B∗ = 40 for 40 sites. We evaluated 100 random problems. For Min-Budget
and Max-Probability we compared the performance with and without this criterion. Figure 11
shows that in fact the pruning capability of the second bounding criterion is outweighed by
its computational cost.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 11. Average run-times for the (a) Max-Probability and (b) Min-Budget branch-
and-bound algorithms with and without the look-ahead bounding criterion. Note the different
scales.

6.5. Multiple Costs
The previous analysis has focused on the simplified case of two finite costs possible

at every site (other than the starting site). We now consider how the problem difficulty
changes as the number of possible costs at each site increases. Figure 12 shows how the
run time changes for both Min-Budget and Max-Probability as the number of possible costs
increases. Results are shown for 30 sites where Min-Budget was solved with p∗succ = 0.75,
0.9 and 0.99 and Max-Probability was solved with B∗ = 50, 75, and 100. We see that Min-
Budget’s run time increases as the number of costs increase, and that the same is true for
Max-Probability, except the increase is more gradual. We also found that eliminating the
look-ahead bounding criterion actually increases run-time for larger budgets, larger required
probabilities of success, and for larger numbers of costs. For Min-Budget, as more costs
are added, this increases the branching factor. Thus, being able to prune more branches is
eventually worth the extra computation. For Max-Probability, with 2 costs (see Figure 11(a))
there is a smaller gap between including and not including the bounding criterion. As the
number of costs increases, the compuation to evaluate the probability of success at each
node increases, thus for budgets that require evaluating many branches, there comes a point
where the extra pruning is worth the extra cost.

6.6. Unbounded RA-SPS
The previous analysis focused on problems with random uniform edge costs and item

costs. However, when probabilities on item costs are uniformly distributed, often a solution
can be found easily by simply moving directly to a site with a very high probability of
success. Additionally, if all costs are finite, there exists a budget threshold at which the item
can be obtained with certainty at a site, terminating search.

To make the problems much more difficult we add a probability of failure at every site by
ensuring that Pi(∞) > 0 ∀i ∈ S, referred to hereafter as the Unbounded SPS problem. This
removes the ability of Max-Probability to exit the search early. It also means that finding
a plan that can achieve p∗succ = 1 is impossible, and thus precludes the polynomial time
solution for Min-Budget discussed in Proposition 3. To generate Unbounded SPS problem
instances we generate the travel costs uniformly from the interval [1,100]. We then generate
cost profiles for each site by picking a single finite cost ci in the interval [1,100] with
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 12. Average run-time for (a) Max-Probability branch-and-bound algorithm and (b)
Min-Budget, with and without the look-ahead bounding criterion over different numbers of
costs at each site.

Pi(ci) ∼ U(0, 0.5) and Pi(∞) = 1−Pi(ci) ∀i ∈ S, where U(·, ·) is the continuous uniform
distribution.

6.6.1. Min-Budget for Unbounded SPS. Including a probability that the item cannot
be obtained at each site makes some values of p∗succ infeasible, e.g., finding a solution that
guarantees p∗succ = 1. For the infinite cost case we avoid the problem of potentially infeasible
problems by first computing the maximum probability of success as

pmaxsucc = 1−
∏
i∈S

Pi(∞). (21)

Solving Min-Budget with p∗succ = pmaxsucc is feasible and requires visiting every site. Because
of the exponential complexity involved in examining every possible tour of the sites, finding
an optimal solution using our branch and bound technique will only work for very small
instances. We consider the case where p∗succ = ρ · pmaxsucc for different values of ρ. The results
in Figure 13 shows a much more dramatic increase in complexity. When ρ = 1 we are
forced to examine solutions that visit every site, resulting in dramatic increases in run-times
and larger required budgets as the number of sites increases.

6.6.2. Max-Probability for Unbounded SPS. When solving Max-Probability for Un-
bounded SPS, we can no longer exit the search process by finding a perfect solution that
gives p∗succ = 1. However, given a graph we can easily calculate pmaxsucc . If we ever achieve
a probability of success equal to pmaxsucc we can exit the search since we know that finding
another path with p∗succ > pmaxsucc is impossible.

Figure 14 shows that Max-Probability on the Unbounded SPS problem once again ex-
hibits a bump in run-time complexity, but for larger budgets. Because the probability of
success at each site is bounded above by 0.5, we require a larger amount of budget than
for the uniform probability case. The maximum probability of success now depends on the
number of sites available, as shown in Figure 14(b). In Figure 10(b) the maximum probability
of success was always 1, since all costs were finite. In the unbounded case, this is not always
true, but the maximum possible success probability approaches 1 as the number of sites
increases.
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 13. Results for Min-Budget on the Unbounded SPS problem: (a) average run-time,
(b) average minimum budget required to achieve p∗succ.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 14. Results for Max-Probability on the Unbounded RA-SPS problem: (a) Average
run-time over different starting budgets, (b) Average maximum psucc given a certain starting
budget.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 15. Results for (a) Max-Probability and (b) Min-Budget on the Unbounded RA-
SPS problem with and without the look-ahead bounding criterion.
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6.6.3. Effect of Bounding Criteria. We also ran an experiment to test the effects of
removing the look-ahead bounding criterion. The results are shown in Figure 15. The results
show that removing the bounding criterion improves run-time for low ρ and low and high
initial budgets; however, for ρ = 0.99 and for budgets between 200 and 400, removing the
look-ahead bounding criterion actually increases the run-time. These regions are the most
difficult, and as such they require searching the most branches of the search space. Removing
the bounding criterion saves some computation time and improves the overall run-time for
problems instances that require searching less of the solution space; however, the harder
instances (middling budget and high ρ) benefit from the extra pruning since the search space
is much larger.

7. HEURISTICS
The previous sections developed and analyzed both a MILP formulation of the RA-

SPS and a customized branch-and-bound algorithm for solving RA-SPS problems. Both of
these approaches provide optimal solutions but require exponential run-time in the worst-
case. In this section we examine the performance of several heuristics that allow us to
solve large problem instances efficiently. We examine the performance of both a greedy
and a randomized local search heuristic. Before discussing the details of these heuristics,
we first note that a solution to both the Min-Budget and Max-Probability problems can
be represented by an ordering of the sites in S. Given any ordering of the sites we can
perform our branch and bound search along the fixed path determined by the ordering. Thus,
we can generate potential solutions by generating permutations of the sites and solving the
Min-Budget and Max-Probability problems where the sites are visited in the order specified
by the permutation. This reduces the problem to finding a solution along a fixed path and,
as we show next, this restriction enables efficient heuristics for the Min-Budget and Max-
Probability solutions.

7.1. Solutions along a fixed path
We now show that solving Min-Budget and Max-Probability along a fixed path takes

polynomial time.

Lemma 1: Consider traveling from site i to site j with available budget in the interval
[li, ui). If site j contains k costs that fall within a budget interval [li − tij , ui − tij) then
projecting [li, ui) across edge tij onto all budget intervals of site j results in at most k + 1
partitions.

Proof. Let the k costs be cj,y, cj,y+1, . . . , cj,y+k−1. This induces k + 1 partitions that have
non-empty intersections with [li − tij , ui − tij):

[cj,y−1, cj,y), [cj,y, cj,y+1), . . . , [cj,y+k−2, cj,y+k−1). (22)
Using Equation (17) to project [l, u) onto each of these we have the following k + 1 budget
partitions: [li, cj,y), [cj,y, cj,y+1), . . . , [cj,y+k−2, cj,y+k−1), [cj,y+k−1, ui).

Lemma 2: Consider a path π and two adjacent sites i and j along π, i.e., πm = i and
πm+1 = j for some 0 6 m < |π|. If there are at most κ prices at a site j, then the number of
budget partitions evaluated at site j by the Min-Budget branch and bound algorithm along π
is at most κ + |Ri|.

Proof. Consider each partition [li, ui) ∈ Ri. Let the number of costs available at site j that
are contained in [li− tij , ui− tij) be equal to κi. Then by Lemma 1 the number of partitions
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that need to be considered at site j is at most
|Ri|∑
i=1

(κi + 1) = κ+ |Ri| (23)

Figure 6 shows an example of Lemma 2. Three partitions [0, 4), [4, 9), and [7,∞) are
projected across an edge of cost 2 onto three partitions [0, 5), [5, 10), and [10,∞), resulting
in 5 < κ+ |Ri| = 6 partitions.

Theorem 1: Given a fixed path π of length n where each site along π has no more than κ
possible prices, Min-Budget can be solved in time O(κn2).

Proof. At the starting site we only have one partition [0,∞), so by Lemma 2 the number of
partitions evaluated by Min-Budget at the mth site along π is bounded above by

Pm = 1 + (m− 1) ∗ κ (24)
Thus the upper bound on the total number of branch and bound states evaluated along a path
π of length n is

n∑
m=1

Pm =
n(2 + (n− 1)κ)

2
(25)

Thus the number of states considered is linear in κ and quadratic in the length of the path n
resulting in O(κn2) complexity.

Theorem 2: Given a fixed path π of length n Max-Probability can be solved in time O(n).

Proof. Unlike the Min-Budget problem, in the Max-Probability problem each site has only
one successor in the branch and bound algorithm, thus the number of branch and bound
states is equal to the size of the path.

7.2. Algorithms
The previous section showed that if we are given a single permutation π of the sites in

S, we can solve the Max-Probability or Min-Budget problems in polynomial time on the
path defined by the permutation by simply applying the successor functions for the branch-
and-bound algorithms described previously. Thus, heuristic methods can include any way of
searching over permutations of the sites in S. We investigate a simple greedy heuristic and
an iterative randomized local search heuristic.

7.2.1. Greedy. Our greedy heuristic for Min-Budget starts at o and picks the next unvis-
ited site j such that

j = argmin
j∈unvisited

min
r=1,...κ

tij + cj,r
1− fj(cj,r)

. (26)

In other words, when starting at site i we pick the next site that has the smallest cost to
success ratio over all possible successors and possible costs.

For Max-Probability we have a given starting budget and must choose where to move
to maximize our probability of success. Starting at o our Max-Probability greedy heuristic
picks the next unvisited site j such that

j = argmin
j∈unvisited

fj(bi − tij) (27)

where bi is the budget available at current site i.
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TABLE 1. Average % from optimal budget for Min-Budget and Max-Probability for travel and item costs
between 1 and 100 and random uniform probabilities. Results are for p∗succ = 0.99 and B∗ = 30, respectively.
Best results in each row are bolded.

sites Greedy RLS RLS-G

minb 20 44.3 42.3 28.2
minb 50 83.1 86.1 51.2

minb 100 84.1 84.8 56.1

maxp 20 31.2 33.8 29.3
maxp 50 21.2 27.0 19.5

maxp 100 10.2 16.5 8.7

TABLE 2. Heuristic performance for Min-Budget on the unbounded RA-SPS problem. Results for show
% improvement over the best of |S| random permutations. Best results in each row are bolded.

ρ sites Greedy RLS RLS-G

0.75 100 63.23 55.72 70.95
500 77.94 69.04 82.47
1000 81.94 72.54 84.79
5000 87.30 75.98 88.73

0.9 100 68.85 65.07 75.45
500 82.86 75.07 85.82
1000 85.83 78.13 88.39
5000 90.88 80.33 91.80

0.99 100 74.62 77.03 81.40
500 87.16 83.74 89.70
1000 90.26 86.21 92.09
5000 94.05 88.72 94.82

7.2.2. Randomized Local Search. For our randomized local search heuristic we use an
approach that has shown success on other combinatorial optimization problems (Polyakovskiy
et al., 2014). We start with an initial permutation of the sites π and repeatedly try to hill-climb
in permutation space by swapping the ordering of two of the sites. To evaluate the solution
quality of any permutation we compute the minimum budget required to meet p∗succ or the
maximum probability of success given initial budget B∗. We initialized the local search
with either with a random permutation (RLS) or with the solution obtained using the greedy
heuristic (RLS-G). We terminated the randomized local search after X = |S| · (|S| − 1)/2
swaps that did not result in an improvement, at which point we assume that we have found a
local optima.

7.3. Results
We first compare the performance of the heuristics on RA-SPS problems with only

finite costs. We generated problem instances with travel and item costs chosen uniform
random between 1 and 100, and probabilities chosen uniform randomly and normalized to
be between 0 and 1. We compare the heuristic solutions to the optimal. We used values of
p∗succ = 0.99, B∗ = 30 for Min-Budget and Max-Probability, respectively. These values
were chosen to lie in the difficult regions of the problem space, as shown in Figures 9 and
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TABLE 3. Heuristic performance for Max-Probability on the unbounded RA-SPS problem. Results for
show % improvement over the best of |S| random permutations. Best results in each row are bolded.

B∗ sites Greedy RLS RLS-G

100 100 18.22 24.89 20.24
500 16.41 21.42 18.50

1000 14.85 18.57 16.38
5000 12.14 14.15 12.78

300 100 3.51 4.56 4.37
500 2.29 2.68 2.61

1000 1.80 2.12 2.09
5000 1.29 1.36 1.35

600 100 0.36 0.41 0.41
500 0.18 0.20 0.20

1000 0.14 0.15 0.15
5000 0.08 0.08 0.08

(a) (b)

FIGURE 16. Average run-times for (a) Min-Budget and (b) Max-Probability for Greedy,
|S|-random, RLS, and RLS-G heuristics for large numbers of sites. Results are for ρ = 0.99
and B∗ = 300, respectively.

10. The resulting average performances for each of the heuristics over 100 random instances
are reported in Table 1.

We also compared the performance of the heuristics on the Unbounded RA-SPS prob-
lem, generating problems as described in the previous section on infinite item costs. We
examined results for several values of ρ and B∗ on large numbers of sites where optimal
solutions are not feasible. We compare the results of the heuristics to the best of |S| randomly
generated permutations. The average results over 100 random instances for Min-Budget and
Max-Probability are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

For Min-Budget (see Table 2) we see that often the Greedy heuristic performs better
than the RLS heuristic; however, RLS-G performs the best since it is initialized with the
greedy solution and then hill climbs from there. As ρ increases, all the heuristic solutions
perform increasingly better than random. This can be explained by noting that when ρ = 1
the Min-Budget problem is equivalent to the TSP, thus higher values of ρ make finding a
good solution more difficult. Because the number of possible random permutations grows
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exponentially, the chance of randomly picking a good solution decreases for larger numbers
of sites, as shown by the increasing performance over random for larger instances.

For Max-Probability (see Table 3) we see that in all but the final row, Greedy performs
the worse than using RLS. If we initialize RLS with the Greedy solution, we see that the
RLS-G heuristic also tends to perform worse than RLS for smaller starting budgets of 100
and 300 and performs no better than RLS for a starting budget of 600. Thus, seeding the RLS
algorithm with the Greedy solution appears to negatively bias the randomized local search
and is not able to find its way to good local optima. Note that the trend for Max-Probability is
opposite that of Min-Budget. As the number of sites increases, the percent improvement over
random decreases. This is because adding more sites increases the probability that a random
path will achieve a high probability of success given the initial budget. A similar trend can
be seen with the size of the initial budget. When the initial budget increases, it becomes
increasingly easy to find a good solution that achieves a high probability of success. For
a starting budget of 600 and 5000 sites all heuristics have the same average performance
which is very close to the performance of a simple random heuristic. Note that in this case
the random policy has an average probability of success of 0.9991.

8. DISCUSSION
Before concluding we discuss the relevance of some of our assumptions. We assume that

each (i, j) ∈ E has a non-negative cost of travel tij that is deterministic and known. These
travel costs could be obtained by calculating actual distances from road maps or satellite
imagery. We also assume a finite number of potential costs at each site. We believe this is a
reasonable assumption, given that our probabilistic prior knowledge comes from some sort
of estimation method which will likely have only a finite number of possibilities (e.g. the
Mars rover with a finite number of methods for obtaining a rock sample). Even if the cost
distributions are continuous, they may be discretized to a fixed number of costs, and our
algorithms will find solutions within some ε of optimal depending on the granularity of the
discretization.

In some physical search problems there may be a required physical destination (e.g. a
UAV that must land on a run-way when it has finished). Our previous algorithms and MILP
formulation can easily be extended to this case. We first find the shortest cost path to reach
the destination from each site. This “return cost” is then simply added to each cost at each
site to obtain a new cost c̃i,κ = ci,κ + tid. This ensures that successfully obtaining an item
means that the agent has enough budget to not only obtain the item, but to also to travel to
the destination site. Using c̃ instead of c allows us to use the identical MILP formulation for
solving problems with a required physical destination site. To adapt the branch-and-bound
approach we can simply add shortest path costs to the possible item costs and then only keep
solutions that end at the destination node. The heuristics can be adjusted similarly to account
for a physical destination.

9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Many real-world search problems involve searching for an item in a physical environ-

ment where there is a single budget that must be used to both explore and obtain the item,
and where the exact cost to obtain the item is not fully known in advance. Some examples
include patrol or surveillance, a rover seeking to mine a specific mineral, or even a shopper
looking for an affordable souvenir among many stores. Despite the applicability of this
type of model, previous work in the field of Artificial Intelligence has almost exclusively
focused on solutions in simple one-dimensional spaces (Hazon et al., 2013). Researchers
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in Operations Research have examined stochastic physical search problems, but only find
minimum expected cost solutions (Kang and Ouyang, 2011). Because minimum expected
cost solutions assume an average case analysis, these solutions do not provide risk-aware
solutions for applications where the law of large numbers does not apply, such as when the
solution is executed only once. Our work extends previous work by providing algorithms
that find risk-aware solutions for stochastic physical search problems on complete metric
graphs that intelligently balance the cost of the solution along with the actual probability of
success.

To the best of our knowledge, this work provides the first exact and heuristic algorithmic
solutions to Min-Budget and Max-Probability Risk-Aware Stochastic Physical Search (RA-
SPS) on complete metric graphs. We first formulated these problems as a mixed-integer
linear program. This provides a theoretical formalism and bench-mark from which we de-
veloped custom branch-and-bound algorithms that take advantage of the problem structure
allowing for much faster execution times. We also generated empirical insights into the hard-
ness landscape of the RA-SPS problem. Based on these results, we see that while similar, the
Min-Budget and Max-Probability problems have interesting characteristics that differentiate
them. Both exhibit worst case exponential complexity; however, we see that the size of
problem, the starting budget, and required probability of success have a large impact on
tractability. We examined several simple heuristics for solving both Min-Budget and Max-
Probability. Based on our results we see that simple greedy solutions perform poorly when
compared to local search. We hypothesize that evolutionary search methods will retain the
benefits of our local search method while enabling an exploration of more local optima.

For future work, there are still many interesting open problems. Extending our algo-
rithms to allow for multiple agents searching for multiple items on general graphs is of
great interest. Including multiple intelligent agents allows for many interesting extensions,
including heterogeneous agents with different capabilities and different available budgets,
agents that can communicate and possibly collaborate to obtain an item or accomplish a task,
and possibly self-interested or adversarial agents. Additionally, developing polynomial-time
approximation schemes for both the single and multi-agent cases on general graphs is still
an open problem.

Our work has examined stochastic physical search problems where there is probabilistic
knowledge about the item costs, but we have assumed that the travel costs are known. Once
interesting avenue of future research is to allow stochastic travel costs. We are currently
investigating the effects of possible failures while traveling along edges for multi-agent
planning problems. Another interesting extension would be to use more complex distribu-
tions to reflect the uncertainty. Specifically, having dependent random variables would allow
the probability of acquiring the item increase (or decrease) at some sites if it is not easily
acquired at the current location.

Finally, even though our discussions in this paper have focused on budgets that represent
battery power or fuel, the costs in the problems may also represent time and an agent may be
given only a finite amount of time to complete a task. In future work we hope to explore this
idea more fully, including the interesting extensions to multiple agents searching in parallel.
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